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Moore Markhams is a network of independent firms that are each members of Moore Global Network Limited. Member firms in principal cities throughout the world.

Moore Markhams Wellington Audit is a partnership of MK Rania and AJ Steel. Moore Markhams independent member firms in New Zealand are in Auckland -
Christchurch – Dunedin – Hawke’s Bay – Queenstown – Wairarapa – Wanganui – Waverley – Wellington.

Independent auditor’s report

To the readers of the financial statements of Naenae College for the year ended 31 December 
2022

The Auditor-General is the auditor of Naenae College (the School). The Auditor-General has 
appointed me, Michael Rania, using the staff and resources of Moore Markhams Wellington Audit, to 
carry out the audit of the financial statements of the School on his behalf.

Opinion
We have audited the financial statements of the School on pages 2 to 22, which comprise the 
statement of financial position as at 31 December 2022, and the statement of comprehensive income, 
statement of changes in equity and statement of cash flows for the year then ended, and the notes to 
the financial statements that include accounting policies and other explanatory information. 

In our opinion, the financial statements of the School:
 present fairly, in all material respects:

- its financial position as at 31 December 2022, and
- its financial performance and its cash flows for the year then ended; and

 comply with generally accepted accounting practice in New Zealand in accordance with Public 
Sector - Public Benefit Entity Standards Reduced Disclosure Regime (Public Sector PBE 
Standards RDR)

Our audit was completed on 31 May 2023. This is the date at which our opinion is expressed.

The basis for our opinion is explained below. In addition, we outline the responsibilities of the Board
and our responsibilities relating to the financial statements, we comment on other information, and we 
explain our independence.

Basis for Opinion
We carried out our audit in accordance with the Auditor-General’s Auditing Standards, which 
incorporate the Professional and Ethical Standards and the International Standards on Auditing (New 
Zealand) issued by the New Zealand Auditing and Assurance Standards Board. Our responsibilities 
under those standards are further described in the Responsibilities of the auditor section of our report.

We have fulfilled our responsibilities in accordance with the Auditor-General’s Auditing Standards.

We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis 
for our opinion.

Responsibilities of the Board for the financial statements
The Board is responsible on behalf of the School for preparing financial statements that are fairly 
presented and that comply with generally accepted accounting practice in New Zealand. 
The Board is responsible for such internal control as it determines is necessary to enable it to prepare 
financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error. 

In preparing the financial statements, the Board is responsible on behalf of the School for assessing 
the School’s ability to continue as a going concern. The Board is also responsible for disclosing, as 
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applicable, matters related to going concern and using the going concern basis of accounting, unless 
there is an intention to close or merge the School, or there is no realistic alternative but to do so.

The Board’s responsibilities, in terms of the requirements of the Education and Training Act 2020, 
arise from section 87 of the Education Act 1989.

Responsibilities of the auditor for the audit of the financial statements 
Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements, as a 
whole, are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditor’s 
report that includes our opinion. 

Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an audit carried out in 
accordance with the Auditor-General’s Auditing Standards will always detect a material misstatement 
when it exists. Misstatements are differences or omissions of amounts or disclosures, and can arise 
from fraud or error. Misstatements are considered material if, individually or in the aggregate, they 
could reasonably be expected to influence the decisions of readers taken on the basis of these 
financial statements.

For the budget information reported in the financial statements, our procedures were limited to 
checking that the information agreed to the School’s approved budget.

We did not evaluate the security and controls over the electronic publication of the financial 
statements. 

As part of an audit in accordance with the Auditor-General’s Auditing Standards, we exercise 
professional judgement and maintain professional scepticism throughout the audit. Also:

 We identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due 
to fraud or error, design and perform audit procedures responsive to those risks, and obtain audit 
evidence that is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion. The risk of not 
detecting a material misstatement resulting from fraud is higher than for one resulting from error, 
as fraud may involve collusion, forgery, intentional omissions, misrepresentations, or the override 
of internal control.

 We obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design audit 
procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an 
opinion on the effectiveness of the School’s internal control.

 We evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of 
accounting estimates and related disclosures made by the Board.

 We conclude on the appropriateness of the use of the going concern basis of accounting by the 
Board and, based on the audit evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty exists related to 
events or conditions that may cast significant doubt on the School’s ability to continue as a going 
concern. If we conclude that a material uncertainty exists, we are required to draw attention in our 
auditor’s report to the related disclosures in the financial statements or, if such disclosures are 
inadequate, to modify our opinion. Our conclusions are based on the audit evidence obtained up 
to the date of our auditor’s report. However, future events or conditions may cause the School to 
cease to continue as a going concern.
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 We evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the financial statements, including 
the disclosures, and whether the financial statements represent the underlying transactions and 
events in a manner that achieves fair presentation.

 We assess the risk of material misstatement arising from the school payroll system, which may 
still contain errors. As a result, we carried out procedures to minimise the risk of material errors 
arising from the system that, in our judgement, would likely influence readers’ overall 
understanding of the financial statements

We communicate with the Board regarding, among other matters, the planned scope and timing of the 
audit and significant audit findings, including any significant deficiencies in internal control that we 
identify during our audit. 

Our responsibilities arise from the Public Audit Act 2001.

Other information
The Board is responsible for the other information. The other information comprises the information 
included on pages 23 to 24, and pages 28 to 70 but does not include the financial statements, and our 
auditor’s report thereon. 

Our opinion on the financial statements does not cover the other information and we do not express 
any form of audit opinion or assurance conclusion thereon.

In connection with our audit of the financial statements, our responsibility is to read the other 
information. In doing so, we consider whether the other information is materially inconsistent with the 
financial statements or our knowledge obtained in the audit, or otherwise appears to be materially 
misstated. If, based on our work, we conclude that there is a material misstatement of this other 
information, we are required to report that fact. We have nothing to report in this regard.

Independence
We are independent of the School in accordance with the independence requirements of the Auditor-
General’s Auditing Standards, which incorporate the independence requirements of Professional and 
Ethical Standard 1 (Revised): Code of Ethics for Assurance Practitioners issued by the New Zealand 
Auditing and Assurance Standards Board.

Other than the audit, we have no relationship with or interests in the School.

Michael Rania | Moore Markhams Wellington Audit
On behalf of the Auditor-General |Wellington, New Zealand
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Curriculum Priority Actions for the 2020-22 Charter are 

 
Strategic roles and responsibilities -2022 

BOT • To engage our school community by fostering belonging and well-being through Te 
Whānau Tahi values. 

• To ensure school goals are student-centred, aligned with government priorities, and 
informed by our own community input. 

SLT • To create an inclusive culture of professional growth, consistent with best international 
and local research  

• To ensure coherence in annual planning, goal setting, resource allocation, professional 
development and evaluation  

Curriculum 
Exec 

• To input into the development of the annual plan with specific focus on the curriculum 
and pedagogical practice 

• To input into the design of the staff PLD plan, individual goal setting, Teaching as Inquiry 
projects and staff appraisal  

Guidance 
Network Team  

• To input into the development of the annual plan with specific focus on school-wide 
relationships and student management including the capacity building of staff and the 
implementation of targets programmes delivers through LAR or other specialist group 
focus 

PLD 
Development 
Ctte  

• To critique the annual plan and ensure that all the key elements of ongoing strategies 
for raising Maori and Pasifika achievement are embedded in the plan. 

• To plan the PLD programme for the full year (Wed workshops and Thursday PLD 
sessions, including external inputs)  

• To implement the COL Achievement plan in relation to raising Maori and Pasifika 
achievement 

Faculties  • To identify the specific contribution that the faculty will make to the achievement of the 
school goals and specific targets 

• To consistently implement the action plan and ensure appropriate support and progress 
evaluation procedure are in place 

• To ensure faculty staff are appraised appropriately (including coaching/mentoring and 
appropriate PD) to meet the school, faculty and personal goals 

Individual 
Teachers 

• To actively contribute to the achievement of the of the annual goals through their 
various roles as classroom teacher, Learning advisor, whanau head, HOF, HOD, SCT, 
development committee member, etc 

• To negotiate aligned personal goals and a professional develop plan consistent with 
those goals 

• To actively engage in the Teaching as Inquiry process 
 

Year Whole School Goals 

Y9 1(a) All students attend school at least 90% of the time. 
1(b) More than 85% of our students leave with NCEA level 2, or move to further education or training. 
1(c) Level 1 NCEA pass rates will be at least at the national average of 72% 
1(d) A Pacific Achievement Plan is developed and introduced. 
1(e) Students in Te Whare ō te Atawhai will experience appropriate progress and success. 
 
2(a) Whānau and iwi are regularly consulted to identify learning needs and collaborative approaches, and we 
feedback again to them. 
2(b) Delivering highly engaging programmes, with quality review processes for continuous improvement. 
 
3(a) A community engagement plan is developed and introduced. 
3(b) Te  Whānau  tahi values are evidenced through the culture and practices of the school. 

Y10 

Y11 

Y12 

Y13 



Naenae College CHARTER VARIANCE STATEMENT 

Year Whole School Goals Result Variance 

Y9 1(a) All students attend 
school at least 90% of the 
time. 
 
 
 
 
 
1(b) More than 85% of 
our students leave with 
NCEA level 2 or move to 
further education or 
training. 
1(c) Level 1 NCEA pass 
rates will be at least at 
the national average of 
72% 
1(d) A Pacific 
Achievement Plan is 
developed and 
introduced. 
1(e) Students in Te Whare 
ō te Atawhai will 
experience appropriate 
progress and success. 
 
2(a) Whānau and iwi are 
regularly consulted to 

See Attendance Appendix D 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
90.8% cumulative pass rate at Level 
2 NCEA 
See NZQA results Appendix B 
 
 
NZQA 64.8% pass rate at Level 1 
NCEA remains at odds with the 66% 
pass rate from internal data*. 
Appendix C 
Adoption of the Action Plan for 
Pacific Education 2020 – 2030 
 

 
Narrative assessment has focused 
learning and reporting on IEP goals 
 
 
 
Severe limitations were caused by 
COVID and resulted in the severe 

2022 attendance figures are provided in data analysis Everyday Matters 
alongside the internal tracking of the College. Attendance remains an area 
of concern and impacts on achievement. In 2022 the Lower Hutt cluster 
has taken on the Attendance Service contract in an attempt to provide 
better support for lifting attendance rates. COVID response and hybrid 
learning has impacted on attendance to lift rates while students are 
recorded as learning from home. Other strategies such as developing a 
Wellbeing committee remain priorities. 
To exceed the school goal by 5.8% is a significant improvement over time 
and focus will be given to sustaining this result. 
 
 
 
This continues to be an area of development particularly for Pasifika and 
Māori achievement that is very positive. Cumulative achievement to 95% 
at Level 1 is a success rate that is a significant achievement. Sustaining this 
rate and continuing to support this achievement is a priority.  
There is not a blanket adoption of the plan rather it informs future 
planning alongside Tapasā, Kāhui Ako priorities, Talanoa and local context 
engagement. The Kāhui Ako Within school position is tasked with leading 
this development.  
Not all of the IEP goals were written into EDUCA for use in Learning 
Stories – further engagement with this platform is vital. 
 
 
 



 
*Results are calculated based on the achievement of students who attend courses deliver in mainstream classes at the college as a school leaver statistic 

** ‘Success’ for the purpose of courses in 2022 is the percentage of students per course who gained 12 credits or more in Year 11 and 10 credits or more in Years 12 and 13. 

identify learning needs 
and collaborative  
approaches, and we 
feedback again to them. 
2(b) Delivering highly 
engaging programmes, 
with quality review 
processes for continuous 
improvement. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3(a) A community 
engagement plan is 
developed and 
introduced. 
3(b) Te whānau tahi 
values are evidenced 
through the culture and 
practices of the school. 

limiting of opportunities for annual 
events to run.  
 
 
Programme success in the senior 
school ranged from 100% success 
to 38%**. This represents an 
overall improvement in 
programme success and is reflected 
in overall raising of results. See 
Appendix A 
 
 
Evidence of junior programmes is 
more ad hoc 
 
 
 
 
The community committee 
continues to operate 
 
 
The Learning Advisory Roopu, 
Mentor and Prefect programmes, 
Multicultural Day, Talanoa and 
graduation profile continue to 
deliver this goal. 

Significantly impacted by COVID-19. Online conferencing is not an 
effective platform for reaching our community. A return to kanohi ke te 
kanohi meetings is vital.  
 
While we were impacted by COVID-19, it is clear that areas of the 
curriculum are responding and more effectively meeting the needs of 
students through programme provision. Low levels of achievement are 
symptomatic of poor engagement and a lack of congruence between 
student needs and course content. Authentically, responding to this has 
resulted in overall improved outcomes that are within the scope of annual 
minor variances. Staffing is now further prioritised to give support for 
greater equity in resource allocation. 
 
Junior data is highly variable and both qualitative and quantitative 
measure are being improved with the adoption and implementation of 
the Progressive Achievement Tool and professional learning associated 
with its implementation. This continues to be led by the Assistant 
Principal Junior School with a goal of reporting on curriculum levels in 
2023. 
Significantly impacted by COVID-19. The Board has prioritized internal 
review of this plan.  
 
 
As part of the progress being made with LAR programme delivery coming 
out of its review in 2022, there continues to be an enhancement of the 
pastoral/citizenship programme that is LAR will contribute to supporting 
this goal. The appointment of LAR Champions at each year level has added 
some leadership to this priority. 



 

Key achievements of Faculties in 2022 

Languages: 

SUMMARY. 

 
 
 
 
 



 



 
 

 
External Moderation 2022 
I have read & met with all staff regarding the PN’s external moderation report  

 ☒ Yes  ☐ No 
Scholarship 2022 

☒   We did not offer a scholarship programme in 2022.   
In English, Level 3 Unfamiliar Text external was offered to Year 12 students as extension. 
Four students took up the offer, with three passing the external paper. 

 
Mathematics: 

SUMMARY. 
Successes 

• 100% of the students in MAC301 and MAS301 passed the course. 
• Three students in MAC301 got endorsed with Excellence, another three endorsed 
with Merit. 
• 100% of Pacifika learners in MAT101 passed Numeracy. 

 
Issues/areas of concern 

• MAT202 is of concern. It has a pass rate of 38%, the lowest in the faculty. The 
average mathematical ability of the students was low and many of them struggled 
with attendance as well as concentration in class. Many students in MAT202 did not 
want to take maths. MAT202 was likely to have been used as a timetable filler. 
• MAT302 had more than a third of the students leave school during the year. The 
course started with 20 students and ended the year with only 12 students due to 
various reasons. The MAT302 pass rate of 44% is not the right reflection of the class 
achievement. 



 



 
Successes 
• 65% of Year 13 students who took a maths course got UE from their courses.  

• 78% of MAT100 students passed Level 1 Numeracy. MAT100 is challenging because most 
students are at  Levels 2/3 and need one-on-one help.   

• Collaboration with whanau helped students engage better in class.  

Issues/areas of concern  

• MAT202 is of concern. It has a pass rate of 33%, the lowest in the faculty. The average 
mathematical ability of the students was low and many of them struggled with attendance as well 

as engagement in class.   



Feedback on issues identified for attention in 2022 and actions taken in 2022  

• Low attendance has affected students’ slow progress and poor achievement.  

Areas of focus for 2023 (Not COVID – we accept that this will shape 
responses for this year) • Review of standards at NCEA Level 1 and 
Numeracy  

• Course placement: Have a conversation with students and place them in a course that is 
appropriate/relevant to their interests and future plans.  

General comments  

• The 2022 senior results are similar to 2022. Noticeable changes are observed in MAT302 
(increased by  30%) and MAS301 (dropped by 30%).  

 

 
External Moderation 2022 
I have read & met with all staff regarding the PN’s external moderation report  

 ☒ Yes  ☐ No 
Scholarship 2022 

☒   We did not offer a scholarship programme in 2022.   
In English, Level 3 Unfamiliar Text external was offered to Year 12 students as extension. 
Four students took up the offer, with three passing the external paper. 
  



Arts and Technology 
SUMMARY. 

 



 
 
 
 
 



 
External Moderation 2022 
I have read & met with all staff regarding the PN’s external moderation report  

 ☒ Yes  ☐ No 



Scholarship 2022 

☒   We did not offer a scholarship programme in 2022.   
In English, Level 3 Unfamiliar Text external was offered to Year 12 students as extension. 
Four students took up the offer, with three passing the external paper. 
 
Science: 
SUMMARY. 
Successes 

 
External Moderation 2022 
I have read & met with all staff regarding the PN’s external moderation report  

 ☒ Yes  ☐ No 
Scholarship 2022 

☒   We did not offer a scholarship programme in 2022.   
 
I: Report on Senior Achievement 
2022 programme pass rates reflections and key observations (use the course data provided 
as a basis for this response) 
● The pass rates of senior courses has dropped below our expectations in most areas and 
alarmingly in SCI202. The new course to be introduced in 2023 
should give us more flexibility to deal with individual student needs at NCEA Level 1. CHE200 
had a teacher new to Aotearoa NZ and this is reflected in 
their results. 
● SCI202 results were concerning and achievement was below expectations. This was largely 
down to the teacher having difficulty managing his Kahui 
Ako role alongside his responsibility as a classroom teacher. 
● The incorporation of SCI202 students into CHE300 and BIO300 led to some pleasing 
results and several students attained UE accreditation in these 
classes. 
● Pass rates were above national averages in BIO301 and CHE301 
● The exception to this was with the engagement and attainment of SCI102 (38% down 
from 77%) and SCI302 (22%) both suffered due to various factors 
including 



• Class teacher (new to course) 

• Lack of engagement post lock down 

• Students “passing” NCEA before completion of assessments. 
 
Class reports key 2022 observations in courses and programmes from Faculty 
● Flexibiity of courses to respond to different learners and groups of learners have assisted 
students in attaining at a higher level, particularly some 
CHE300 and BIO300 students who completed a total 26 internal credits in science across the 
two lines. 
● Courses listing some standards as electives allows students to challenge themselves. 
● Course hybridisation to online/in school learning with switch to research-based standards 
over practical experiments allows for students to complete 
assessments over the whole year. 
● Some students avoid externals at the end of the year or performed at a lower standard 
than in derived grade exams. Student’s voice is that they have 
“passed” NCEA 2 or 3 already so do not need to prepare for exams or complete internals. 
 
● Students with low literacy struggled to understand the content covered in class and the 
tasks set in assessments. 
 
2022 Goals 
Operational issues/concerns/opportunities you would like to discuss with the principal 
● LAR/Careers program to highlight entry requirements and scholarship awards reliant upon 
certain standards or endorsements at tertiary level. Reduce 
the self removal by students from standards and exams. 
● Students who are not able to attend all the lessons (e.g. Trades and Services Academy) 
struggled to gain enough credits to pass their course. 
● Offer alternative paths to success in standards. Offer of all internal solutions in 200 and 
300 subjects. 
● 
● Develop new course based on Internal Achievement Standards using Sustainability 
standards 
 
Strategic issues/concerns/opportunities you would like to discuss with the Board 
● NA 
 
Summary 
Successes 
● Designing courses at NCEA Level 3 that are challenging and accessible to a wide range of 
students is challenging and results were pleasing in CHE300 
and BIO300 for those students coming from SCI202. 
● Earlier collaboration with parents is needed to ensure students reach their potential and 
we have whanau support. 
● Overall students in the senior school are achieving at an excellent rate. 
 
● SCI101 and SCI102 have different difficulties but will both benefit from the new 4 
standard NCEA Level 1 course recommended by the Review of 
Standards to be implemented in 2024. 
 
● SCI102 and SCI202 students struggled to return after self-isolation and attendance caused 
problems for assessment. Many students “pass” NCEA 



Level 1 before completing the credits in SCI102 so do not engage in assessments towards 
the end of the year. 
● SCI202 students absorbed into SCI300 courses which was managed well. 
Issues/areas of concern 
● Remove Biology focus from SCI202 and return it to a general science course. 
● CHE200 to be taken over by new teacher with more experience of exam based syllabus. 
Feedback on issues identified for attention in 2022 and actions taken in 2022 
● Course compiled of internals created after discussion with whanau led to an improvement 
in engagement and students gaining UE in Science rather 
than traditional disciplines. 
● Attendance is an issue compounded by COVID 19 with students and teachers being absent 
due to isolation requirements. We continue to seek 
innovative solutions such as self-directed leaning. 
Areas of focus for 2022 (Not COVID – we accept that this will shape responses for this year) 
● Review of Standards at NCEA Level 1 will need considerable time to develop and 
implement. At present we are developing two new courses based on a 
mixture of standards from the 3 new areas of science in NCEA. One course will be based on 
the Nature of Science standards and will offer 10-15 credits. 
The second course will be based on all 3 areas and offer 10-20 credits including externally 
assessed standards. 
 
  



Physical Education and Health: 
SUMMARY. 

 



 
Report on Senior Achievement  

2022 programme pass rates reflections and key observations (use the course data provided as a basis for this response)  

• Noticeable differences in pass rates of senior courses ranging from 8% to 91%, with  PED300 (91%) being the most successful course (Small cohort of 
students. 11). 

• The pass rate of the PED100 class was pleasing given these students were Y9s when Covid hit. The success of this class came down to: o Class teacher 
holding high expectations of students and collaborating with whanau. o Students were in the right course (literacy capabilities). Pumanawatanga in 
PED100 was the expectation that they were the academic class. Most students brought into that ‘title’. 

* Service Academy results at L1 & L2 are very good. Unit standard based courses. Workbooks and checklists provided good support for these students as 
they made their way through standards.  

• Disappointing results from the Sports Studies courses across the three levels due to various factors including:   

o Low engagement and low attendance led to the slowing down of courses. Lack of achievement saw courses adapted to cater for the ‘transient’ 
nature of students.  

o Students with low literacy struggled to understand the content covered in class and the tasks set in assessments. 

o First/second year teachers needed lots of guidance and support around NCEA processes, department processes, behavior/classroom 
management and their understanding of Te Whanau Tahi values. 

o Teacher change during the year.  



Class reports key 2022 observations in courses and programmes from Faculty  

• The key factors to success were attendance, course placement and student motivation. 
• Flexibility of courses to respond to a range of learners assisted students in achieving success. Offering elective standards 

catered to student interests. 

2023 Goals  

Operational issues/concerns/opportunities you would like to discuss with the Principal  

• More teacher aides are needed to assist students who need extra help (e.g. SPS100, ESOL students).  
• Students who are not able to attend all their lessons (e.g. Trades and Services Academy) struggled to gain enough credits to pass 

their courses 
• Student placement in courses. Must have the flexibility to move students if it’s found to be that they are not in the right course as 

opposed to leaving them in a course where success is not likely to occur ‘because there’s no place for them to go’.  
• Professional development for neurodiverse students. 
• Professional development for literacy strategies.  
• Students stop applying themselves once they pass NCEA. We should be able to ‘withdraw’ students from standards once 

they gain NCEA as this does affect pass rate. No incentive for students to get more credits for NCEA unless they are aiming 
for course endorsements. 

Strategic issues/concerns/opportunities you would like to discuss with the Board • NA  

Summary (Remember we have your overall results. We only need discussion of the most significant successes and issues/concerns (programme 
concerns).  

Successes 
• See above 

• Collaboration with whanau helped students engage better in class.  

Issues/areas of concern  



 • Disappointing results from the Sports Studies courses across the three levels due to various factors including:   

o Low engagement and low attendance led to the slowing down of courses. Lack of achievement saw courses adapted to cater for the ‘transient’ 
nature of students.  

o Students with low literacy struggled to understand the content covered in class and the tasks set in assessments. 

o First/second year teachers needed lots of guidance and support around NCEA processes, department processes, behavior/classroom 
management and their understanding of Te Whanau Tahi values. 

 o Teacher change during the year.  

Feedback on issues identified for attention in 2022 and actions taken in 2022  

• Low attendance has affected students’ slow progress and poor achievement.  

   Areas of focus for 2023 (Not COVID – we accept that this will shape responses for this year)  

• Prepare for new L1 standards coming in, in 2024. 

 • Course placement: Have a conversation with students and place them in a course that is appropriate/relevant to their interests and future plans.  

• Unpack and prepare for literacy and numeracy learning progressions . 
 
External Moderation 2022 

• I have read & met with all staff regarding the PN’s external moderation report  

 ☒ Yes  ☐ No 
Scholarship 2022 

☒   We did not offer a scholarship programme in 2022.   
  



Social Science: 
SUMMARY. 

 



I: Report on Senior Achievement 

2022 programme pass rates reflections and key observations (use the course data 
provided as a basis for this response) 

• Most senior classes saw a decrease in achievement from the previous year. 
• Level 3 Psychology saw a massive increase in student achievement from the previous 

year. 
• Geography is an ongoing concern, particularly in Year 12 and 13 where no students 

earned over 12 credits. For 2023 we need to ensure that there is a robust system of 
support for EEC as he takes over as the geography teacher. 

• 2022 was a very successful year for the social science faculty. The results for 2022 
were disappointing by comparison and we need to look at reasons for this 
downturn.  

Class reports key 2022 observations in courses and programmes from Faculty (do not 
provide these reports) 

• Ongoing issues around attendance are still impacting achievement levels.  
 

2023 Goals 

Operational issues/concerns/opportunities you would like to discuss with the Principal 

• Replacing broken devices  

 

Strategic issues/concerns/opportunities you would like to discuss with the Board 

• Nil 

Summary (Remember we have your overall results. We only need discussion of the most 
significant successes and issues/concerns (programme concerns). 

Successes 

• L3 PSY had a very successful year 
• L2 History results were good  

 

Issues/areas of concern 

• Attendance is still an ongoing issue. 

• Attendance in exams is still low. Often, students are taking a strategic approach to 
examinations. If they have the credits they need they will prioritise other learning. This is 
not necessarily negative. However, it does rule out the potential for course endorsement. 
This is an area that requires further investigation, as the changes to NCEA have led to the 
development of more high stakes externally assessed assessments 

• Geography results were very poor.  

• Engagement in MMS is problematic, it is not an academic course but the achievement 
rates could be better. This is a new course and it will evolve based on the needs of our 
learners. 

 



Feedback on issues identified for attention in 2021 and actions taken in 2022 

• Putting students in the correct learning area is still an ongoing issue. H.O.F’s have more 
say over the issue, which is leading to an improvement. However, some students are still 
being placed in classes, as there is no other alternative for them. 

Areas of focus for 2023 (Not COVID – we accept that this will shape responses for this 
year) 

• Planning for the new changes to NCEA 

• Explore ways of engaging our learners with externally assessed standards. 

• All senior NCEA courses pass rates equal or greater than the national average. 

• UE pass rates in senior subjects equal or greater than the national average. 

General comments 

• Overall, 2022 was a challenging year. While it was great to see the end of lockdowns 
there was still a lot of disruption due to staff and students absences due to covid. Our 
grades in the senior school were below what was expected and this will lead to some 
reflection within the faculty to identify the causes of the downturn. Currently, we are 
operating in a grey area sound course planning. This is due to a lack of clarity from the 
M.O.E around the changes to NCEA. The next few years will be challenging as we look to 
navigate these changes. 

 
External Moderation 2022 
I have read & met with all staff regarding the PN’s external moderation report  

 ☒ Yes  ☐ No 
Scholarship 2022 

☒   We did not offer a scholarship programme in 2022.   
In English, Level 3 Unfamiliar Text external was offered to Year 12 students as extension. 
Four students took up the offer, with three passing the external paper. 
 
  



Te Whare ō te Atawhai: 
SUMMARY.  

Charter Goals 
2022 

Target Result Variance 

 
1(b) More than 
85% of our 
students leave 
with NCEA level 2, 
or move to further 
education or 
training.  

All students will be 

placed in a post-

school programme 

through the 

Transition 

Programme, 

5 students left 

1 went on to further 

education. 3 went on to 

day-based 

programmes.   1 moved 

to Levin. 

It was possible to 

place all leaving 

students in a post-

school programme 

through the 

Transition 

Programme.  
2(b)  Delivering 
highly engaging 
programmes, with 
quality review 
processes for 
continuous 
improvement.  

Programmes are 

aimed at 2-3 levels, 

with provision for 

high Sensory 

Needs and Severe 

Intellectual 

Disability 

Students are moved 

between classes as 

necessary.  Teaching staff 

continuously reflect on 

teaching and learning. 

This year the 

staffing shortage 

in the main school 

means that for the 

first time in 15 

years the SNU has 

not been allocated 

any main stream 

specialist staffing 

e.g. for PE.  
3(b) Te whanau 
tahi values are 
evidenced through 
the culture and 
practices of the 
school. 
(Reference to LAR 
programme also) 

To teach TWT 

directly through 

Health programme, 

reinforce through 

class 

meetings.  Also 

add to learning 

stories. 

With another large intake 

(9 students) there were 

again extreme 

behavioural issues in 

Term 1.  By Term 4 the 

atmosphere was much 

calmer. 

It took a lot of 

work to settle our 

new intake.  One 

non-ORS student 

was moved to 

main stream 

which stabilised 

behaviour. 

I: Report on Senior Achievement 

2022 programme pass rates reflections and key observations (use the course data 
provided as a basis for this response) 

• Two ORS students finished 2022 very close to completing NCEA Level 1. 

• One ORS student finished 2022 having completed NCEA Level 2 
• Two other students gained some credits at NCEA Level 1 

Class reports key 2022 observations in courses and programmes from Faculty (do not 
provide these reports) 

• We got some input from Vibe to work with a group of Yr 9 boys who were not engaging 
well in our Health programmes.  This helped to break down the immature culture within 
this group. 

• Due to Yr 9 LAR visits we have occasional visits to SNU from main school students and 
more interaction between main school students and SNU staff due to having spent time 
together. 

• We trialled a Minecraft for Education class to try to engage some of our students who 
are very interested in gaming (and only gaming).  This was enjoyed by the more able 
students in the Unit. 

2022 Goals 

Operational issues/concerns/opportunities you would like to discuss with the Principal 



• Our numbers of non-ORS students was 3/36.  There are regular requests from main 
school and from outside for us to take more non-ORS students who struggle to cope in 
ordinary classes. Anecdotally, fewer ORS applications have been successful om 2022.  

• Staffing was very stretched in Term One and Term Two due to staff illness (Covid).  We 
have an aging staff and some are needing extended leave for age-related illness (e.g 
joint operations).  In 2023 almost half of SNU staff will be 60+.  How do we prepare for a 
large proportion of our experienced staff who may want to retire at about the same 
time? 

issues/concerns/opportunities you would like to discuss with the Board 

• Thank you for our swing!  It has been a big success and gets a lot of use by our students. 

Summary (Remember we have your overall results. We only need discussion of the most 
significant successes and issues/concerns (programme concerns). 

Successes 

• Narrative Assessment Reports.  I surveyed parents about these and got 5 responses.  80% 
of parents said the reports helped to remind them of the IEP goals that were set at the 
beginning of the year.  80% also said that the reports helped them to understand the 
progress their child was making towards these goals.  

Issues/areas of concern 

• Teacher aide funding is inadequate.  SNU teaching staff do many more interval and 
lunchtime duties in a week than their main school counterparts in order to provide safe 
supervision for students.  (Personally I do 5 intervals and three lunchtimes).  Teacher aide 
funding is not sufficient to cover this and also leaves some SNU classes with very minimal 
teacher aide support.  In 2022 we had 4 students who needed one-to-one supervision for 
30 hours per week.  In 2023 we will again have 4 of these students.  None of these 
students have more than 20 hours teacher aide time per week.  Some have only 13. 

Feedback on issues identified for attention in 2021 and actions taken in 2022 

• In 2022 we had more opportunities for professional development in the area of 
communication.  We had the support of a MoE Speech Language Therapist with a group 
for 10 of our students who have high communication needs (group referral).  Staff have 
become more confident in using the Talk Chat app on Ipad Talkers. 

Areas of focus for 2023  

• Continue to develop skills in communication for all SNU staff, especially in the area of 
communicating with non-verbal and semi-verbal students. 

• Naenae College is funding all SNU staff to attend a one-day Sensory Learning 
course.  This was in response to a request made by teacher aides.  We all need to upskill 
in this area. 

• We are working out the practicalities of the new Restraint in Schools rules. 

General comments 

• We continue to have one or two students per year who achieve an NCEA Level. 

• We are noticing that, as projected, the ability levels of students are 
dropping.  However these students are designated High Needs, not Very High.  We 
have more students in our Sensory Needs group, and fewer students who are capable 
of engaging with any main school classes, even LAR. 

  



Careers and Transition: 

SUMMARY. 
TERM ONE WHAT WHEN WHO 

    

You Tube Videos to 
LARS class 

Outlining new 
careers and 
possibilities 

Weeks 2 - 3 SNK to LAR Teachers 

Yr 12 Visits to 
Careers Dept – 
Career Quest Quiz 

Visit to Careers – use 
of Chromebooks to 
access Careers 
Website and quiz – 
general discussion re 
pathways. 

Each LAR to 
organize 10 - 12 
students at a time 
to visit 
 
Ongoing during 
Term 1 

LAR teachers to liase with SNK 

Yr 12 Vic Visits Those interested in 
university, in 
consultation with 
LAR teachers 

TBC Ofisa, Whanau Heads, SNK 
 
SNK to organize transport 

TERM TWO    

Yr 11 Subject 
Interviews 

Subject choice 
overview, credit 
trajectory, option to 
refer to Careers HOD 

Mid term 
2 – 3 students at a 
time, during LAR 
time over the 
duration of the 
Term 

Whanau Heads, LAR teachers, SNK 
 
 

Yr 11 Vic Visits Those interested in 
university study 

End of term Whanau Heads, Ofisa, SNK 

    

TERM FOUR    

Yr 10 Vic Visits All students who 
wish to opt in – with 
a focus on Maori and 
Pasifika support at 
Vic. 

Week 5 onwards Whanau Heads, SNK, Ofisa 

    

    

Yr 10 LAR Visit to 
Careers Dept - Quiz 

Using Chromebooks 
to access Careers 
Quest quiz and 
general discussion 
re: pathways 

Week 5 onwards SNK, LAR Teachers 

    

 

Guidance: 

SUMMARY. 
Counselling Statistics with analysis  
As the permanent Guidance Counsellor I provide the majority of counselling sessions at 
Naenae College. Some of the students I am now working with students who would have 
been referred to specialist mental health services due to the complexity of the issues they 
present with. This is no longer the case, accessibility to secondary specialist services is very 
limited. School counsellors are now expected to carry the risk that specialist services would 
have held previously. This has been happening slowly over the last 5-7 years. 
 
 



 
At-Risk student management statistical analysis  

Each week the At-Risk team meet to manage the cases of At-Risk students, a Register is kept 
to document the case management including dates of entry and exit from the Register. Each 
student on the list is allocated a team member as the Lead worker, this team includes all 
members of SLT, Challenge 2000 Social Worker and Guidance Counsellor.  
 

 
 

The College continues to attempt to put in place further Guidance Counsellor support, 
however, we have received no interest in response to advertisements for a second 
Guidance Counsellor position.  
  



Appendix A: NNC 2022 Senior course success rate ranking 

Subject Pass Rate Statistics 2022  
ELL 012 100% 

ELL 234 100% 

SVCADY 2 100% 

MAC 301 92% 

PED 300 91% 

SVCADY 1 82% 

DIT 200 81% 

MAS 201 80% 

MUS 300 75% 

MAT 302 74% 

SSH 200 74% 

PED 100 71% 

MAT 101 70% 

MAS 301 70% 

MUS 200 70% 

PAS300 69% 

PHY 200 68% 

MAT 201 67% 

PHY 300 67% 

SAM 300 67% 

SPA 300 67% 

DIT 300 67% 

IAH 200 67% 

LIT 100 65% 

ELL 234 64% 

IAH 300 63% 

MUS 100 61% 

PED 200 59% 

MAT 100 59% 

PSY 200 59% 

ART 100 58% 

PSY 300 58% 

SCI 101 57% 

SSG 100 55% 

ENG 300 54% 

DIT 100 53% 

BIO 300 52% 

SAM 100 50% 

MAS 101 49% 

CHE 300 47% 

MAO 100 44% 

BIO 200 43% 

SSH 300 43% 

ENG 100 43% 

SSH 100 41% 

SCI 102 39% 



CHE 200 38% 

CAH 200 35% 

MAT 202 33% 

MMS 300 33% 

ENG 200 29% 

FDS 100 27% 

SPA 100 25% 

SAM 200 25% 

TEB 200 25% 

DEP 100 20% 

SPS 200 19% 

MMS 200 15% 

DRA 200 9% 

TEB 300 9% 

SVCADY 3 8% 

SPS 100 8% 

SSG 200 7% 

PEM 200 4% 

SCI 202 0% 

MPA 100 0% 

MAO 200 0% 

SPA 200 0% 

ERW300 0% 

MAO 300 0% 

MPA 300 0% 

RLS 300 0% 

SPS 300 0% 

DRA 100 0% 

TEC 100 0% 

ARP 200 0% 

DEP 200 0% 

GAT 200 0% 

ARP 300 0% 

DEP 300 0% 

DRA 300 0% 

GAT 300 0% 

PEM 300 0% 

MMS 100 0% 

SSG 300 0% 
 

  



 

Maths  #students  # above pass % pass 

 MAS 101 51 25 49% 

 MAT 100 81 48 59% 

 MAT 101 27 19 70% 

 MAS 201 30 24 80% 

 MAT 201 18 12 67% 

 MAT 202 24 8 33% 

 MAC 301 13 12 92% 

 MAS 301 30 21 70% 

 MAT 302 19 14 74% 

   

Science   #students  # above pass % pass 

 SCI 101 54 31 57% 

 SCI 102 71 28 39% 

 BIO 200 28 12 43% 

 CHE 200 16 6 38% 

 PHY 200 19 13 68% 

 SCI 202 16 0 0% 

 BIO 300 21 11 52% 

 CHE 300 15 7 47% 

 PHY 300 9 6 67% 

   

English  #students  # above pass % pass 

 ELL 012 6 6 100% 

 ENG 100 131 56 43% 

 LIT 100 20 13 65% 

 MAO 100 16 7 44% 

 MPA 100 6 0 0% 

 SAM 100 8 4 50% 

 SPA 100 8 2 25% 

 ELL 234 8 8 100% 

 ENG 200 70 20 29% 

 MAO 200 2 0 0% 

 MPA 200    

 SAM 200 4 1 25% 

 SPA 200 3 0 0% 

 ELL 234 11 7 64% 

 ENG 300 26 14 54% 

 ERW300 13 0 0% 

 MAO 300 3 0 0% 

 MPA 300 1 0 0% 

 PAS300 13 9 69% 



 SAM 300 3 2 67% 

 SPA 300 3 2 67% 

   

PEH  #students  # above pass % pass 

 PED 100 24 17 71% 

 SPS 100 25 2 8% 

 SVCADY 1 22 18 82% 

 PED 200 22 13 59% 

 SPS 200 26 5 19% 

 SVCADY 2 11 11 100% 

 PED 300 11 10 91% 

 RLS 300 22 0 0% 

 SPS 300 10 0 0% 

 SVCADY 3 12 1 8% 

     

Arts & Tech   

Course  #students  # above pass % pass 

 ART 100 24 14 58% 

 DEP 100 15 3 20% 

 DIT 100 17 9 53% 

 DRA 100 19 0 0% 

 FDS 100 11 3 27% 

 MUS 100 72 44 61% 

 TEC 100 29 0 0% 

 ARP 200 9 0 0% 

 CAH 200 23 8 35% 

 DEP 200 7 0 0% 

 DIT 200 16 13 81% 

 DRA 200 11 1 9% 

 GAT 200 3 0 0% 

 MUS 200 20 14 70% 

 PEM 200 24 1 4% 

 TEB 200 24 6 25% 

 ARP 300 8 0 0% 

 DEP 300 10 0 0% 

 DIT 300 3 2 67% 

 DRA 300 5 0 0% 

 GAT 300 18 0 0% 

 MUS 300 8 6 75% 

 PEM 300 21 0 0% 

 TEB 300 11 1 9% 

     

Social Science   #students  # above pass % pass 



Course  MMS 100 23 0 0% 

 SSG 100 22 12 55% 

 SSH 100 22 9 41% 

 IAH 200 18 12 67% 

 MMS 200 26 4 15% 

 PSY 200 17 10 59% 

 SSG 200 15 1 7% 

 SSH 200 19 14 74% 

 IAH 300 8 5 63% 

 MMS 300 15 5 33% 

 PSY 300 31 18 58% 

 SSG 300 13 0 0% 

 SSH 300 21 9 43% 
  



Appendix B: NZQA cumulative results data 2022 

 
 

 

Variance: Cohort variance is significant. The 2022 Year 12 cohort is particularly strong. UE is trending to expectations given 20% of HV students head to University. 



 

2018 65.0 28.4 72.4 66.1 48.9 58.4 56.9 27.8

2019 59.8 26.0 70.6 67.3 49.3 58.6 59.4 29.8

2020 66.4 29.0 71.8 72.1 53.4 64.7 66.9 32.7

2021 74.1 20.5 69.2 70.5 51.9 59.7 62.9 30.2

2022 66.9 29.6 64.8 68.1 50.3 56.6 59.1 27.9

61.1 60.2 77.9 69.8

52.7 53.1 74.8 65.9

53.1 44.2 77.5 69.7

61.9 60.2 80.1 73.7

Year 13

NCEA L3

Year 13

UE

42.6 49.1 77.6 69.5

Year 11

NCEA L1

Year 12

NCEA L2

Year 13

NCEA L3

Year 13

UE

Year 11

NCEA L1

Year 12

NCEA L2

Achievement in NCEA and UE: Naenae College
PR2 - Enrolment Based Cumulative Overall Results
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2018 63.1 24.6 68.2 61.0 42.4 54.3 53.2 22.3

2019 68.1 23.5 66.5 62.3 42.2 54.3 55.2 22.7

2020 60.7 29.7 69.6 68.5 46.8 61.6 64.5 25.9

2021 69.0 21.4 67.0 66.8 45.5 57.0 58.4 22.4

2022 68.8 28.6 63.3 65.5 44.8 55.0 57.5 22.0

2018 67.3 33.3 76.8 70.7 54.8 62.8 60.1 32.4

2019 53.8 28.3 74.9 71.9 55.8 62.9 62.9 35.8

2020 71.9 28.6 74.1 75.5 59.6 67.8 69.0 38.8

2021 79.7 19.5 71.5 74.0 57.7 62.7 67.0 37.3

2022 64.9 30.6 66.4 70.5 55.3 58.4 60.5 33.156.2 55.1 76.5 66.8

58.8 60.7 82.4 76.3

57.7 65.9 79.8 71.7

Female

41.7 56.9 81.0 72.9

56.3 49.1 80.2 72.0

64.1 54.8 76.0 67.9

50.0 51.0 73.2 65.0

50.0 39.2 74.7 67.4

65.7 59.5 77.8 71.1

Year 13

NCEA L3

Year 13

UE

Male

43.9 43.1 74.2 65.9

Year 11

NCEA L1

Year 12

NCEA L2

Year 13

NCEA L3

Year 13

UE

Year 11

NCEA L1

Year 12

NCEA L2

Achievement in NCEA and UE: Naenae College
PR2 - Enrolment Based Cumulative Results by Gender
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2018 88.9 38.1 76.9 70.5 60.1 79.2 71.8 50.8

2019 46.2 33.3 73.9 71.3 59.3 78.6 73.2 51.6

2020 80.0 22.2 73.1 76.5 64.1 84.8 81.2 53.0

2021 100.0 44.4 70.0 76.2 63.4 79.0 78.4 54.2

2022 90.9 33.3 65.9 73.5 61.2 73.1 73.4 47.6

2018 66.1 39.6 78.0 69.9 55.0 65.9 58.2 35.2

2019 60.8 27.1 76.0 70.8 55.1 66.3 61.7 36.1

2020 60.4 37.5 75.8 74.6 59.0 69.8 66.0 39.8

2021 78.9 21.6 74.0 73.2 57.2 64.6 63.0 34.0

2022 66.0 51.2 69.6 71.6 56.0 62.9 60.8 34.3

2018 42.3 3.3 58.4 52.9 29.3 50.7 49.6 20.0

2019 48.8 5.6 57.7 55.1 29.9 51.0 51.9 20.3

2020 57.9 17.6 60.8 60.7 34.1 56.6 59.3 25.2

2021 66.7 3.7 57.7 58.5 31.7 52.3 55.8 21.1

2022 55.8 12.0 53.7 55.7 30.9 50.1 52.0 20.5

2018 62.5 16.7 74.0 66.5 50.2 66.7 58.7 36.5

2019 85.7 40.0 67.5 68.3 52.0 65.3 68.7 42.0

2020 66.7 61.5 72.4 73.2 57.7 77.5 71.0 45.7

2021 61.5 20.0 68.4 70.3 56.0 74.8 68.2 48.8

2022 85.7 27.3 61.3 67.3 51.4 58.1 66.9 45.8

2018 72.9 63.6 50.8 65.2 47.9 22.9

2019 74.4 67.4 52.9 63.0 57.1 34.3

2020 74.6 74.3 56.9 58.3 84.1 38.6

2021 73.2 72.9 55.1 70.0 64.1 20.5

2022 65.8 66.3 53.4 53.1 68.4 36.8

2018 59.1 21.4 62.8 58.9 28.6 57.6 59.3 23.5

2019 54.8 16.7 61.8 60.3 30.3 58.2 60.9 26.7

2020 65.6 14.8 68.2 68.9 33.7 65.7 70.2 28.3

2021 62.8 13.0 62.3 64.9 33.0 59.3 64.8 27.3

2022 71.0 6.7 56.5 59.4 28.6 55.1 58.4 21.744.8 40.0 67.2 64.0

52.2 51.9 77.1 75.3

64.1 69.6 71.5 67.0

Pacific Peoples
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European
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Asian
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PR2 CHARTS - Enrolment Based Cumulative Results by Ethnicity: Naenae College
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Appendix C: Overall goals and NNC results analysis 
 

 

 

 

Whole School Goals 

1(a) All students attend school at least 90% of the time. 
1(b) More than 85% of our students leave with NCEA level 2, or move to further education or training. 
1(c) Level 1 NCEA pass rates will be at least at the national average of 72% 
1(d) A Pacific Achievement Plan is developed and introduced. 
1(e) Students in Te Whare ō te Atawhai will experience appropriate progress and success. 
 
2(a) Whānau and iwi are regularly consulted to identify learning needs and collaborative approaches, and we feedback 
again to them. 
2(b) Delivering highly engaging programmes, with quality review processes for continuous improvement. 
 
3(a) A community engagement plan is developed and introduced. 
3(b) Te  Whānau  tahi values are evidenced through the culture and practices of the school. 

See Appendix D 
90.8% 

National average 64.8% NNC 66% 



Internal results analysis 2022 

 

 



Appendix D: Attendance – Everyday Matters 

 
 



Internal attendance tracking 2022 
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Appendix E: Example of Junior data analysis 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 


